PRESS RELEASE

25th Anniversary of PORT GmbH in Halle

The name PORT GmbH is connected with rugged and reliable Industrial Communication – since 25 years now. Regardless of the age – PORT is an innovative, technology driven company.

PORT is developing Fieldbus Technology since 1990. Being among the earliest adopters of CANopen Fieldbus Technology (driven by the CiA, CAN in Automation) – PORT can claim to have significantly contributed to the success of CANopen. PORT is today among the leading suppliers for CAN open Protocol Libraries and corresponding Tools. Our customer base is the best reference, although we cannot say for sure how many devices are using our stack; however: We know it’s MANY.

We stick to our philosophy for 25 years now – Protocol Libraries and Tools are independent from the platform (MCU, CPU) and are offered in different product ranges. A platform specific driver is the interface.

Performance and price of a MCU or CPU are these days not the show-stopper anymore. Our customer decides according to his application and prevents dependencies. PORT supports around 100 platforms – from us arise no dependencies!

In 2009 significant changes happened: The founders Heinz-Juergen Oertel and Hartmut Tietz sold the company’s shares to Marcus Tangermann and Christian Bornschein. New technologies came on board, new markets are being served – PORT evolved. The new owner added new business segments: Protocol Libraries and Tools for PROFINET, EtherNet/IP, EtherCAT and POWERLINK while maintaining CANopen. The company grew in short time to employ 20 Engineers. Beside Software Development Service – Hardware Development Services are provided as well.

The new Industrial Ethernet Multi-Protocol solutions by PORT are today a significant business segment of PORT. The investment in the new technologies and the activities to penetrate the market paid off. Industrial Ethernet changes the market requirements and influences applications.

Internet of Things (IoT) and Industrie 4.0 are changing the market for Industrial Automation, drive the Technology further and demand new business model – PORT is prepared. PORT is a popular and reliable Technology Partner – for the Semi-Conductor manufacturers AND for the Device Manufacturers.
Adding another Business Segment to the Protocol Libraries and Tools – PORT is rendering Software and Hardware Engineering Services and is available to run complete OEM developments.

PORT: Know-How, Innovation and Future-Proof Thinking – since 25 years.

About port GmbH

port is known as one of the leading providers for communication technologies. Starting with CANopen in 1990 port the portfolio now contains all major protocol of the Industrial Ethernet world such as PROFINET, EtherNet/IP, EtherCAT and POWERLINKI. Besides the standard activities like licensing protocol stacks, training and implementation port also offers customer specific engineering services and manufacturing services for electronic devices and systems.